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Integrated Renewal provides a team 
approach to holistic care integrating 
neuroscience into counseling practices. 
Debbie Abrahamson has a master’s degree 
in mental health counseling with lived 
experience as a wife of a veteran first 
responder and a mom of seven. Integrated 
Renewal can provide research-based state-
of-the-art technology to help you meet 
your goals.

Is Neuromodulation
a good fit
for you? 
Trauma informed care for anxiety, 
depression, post traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD),
insomnia, and traumatic
brain injury (TBI)

360.369.9604
www.integratedrenewal.com

I N T E G R A T E D 
R E N E W A L

Statistics show that 90 percent of those 
experiencing trauma responses report insomnia 
or interrupted sleep patterns. Neuromodulation 
allows the body to relax to address sleep, fight or 
flight responses, hyper vigilance, worry/anxiety, and 
an inability to relax. 

Anxiety, Insomnia

Nightmares, feeling on edge, constant triggers, 
feelings of hopelessness, depression, and suicidal 
ideations can decrease with Neuromodulation. A 
sense of connection with yourself and others can 
be established.

PTSD, Depression
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What makes this different?

Closed-loop Neurmodulation
vs. Neurofeedback

Whatever your

end goal, we would

love to walk with you

on your journey to health.

Studies have shown brainwave neuromod- 
ulation has had an efficacy rate as high as 
93% in addressing post-traumatic stress, 
traumatic brain injury, depression, anxiety, 
or insomnia. In the last decade, there have 
been significant technological advances in the 
medical and psychological fields, which have 
expanded our understanding of neurology.

What is
Neuromodulation? Closed-loop neuromodulation is efficient and 

effective in reaching all developmental stages of 
trauma history

Neurofeedback is a cognitive approach limiting the 
expression of all frequencies in the brain

EEG non-invasive sensors are placed on 
specific areas of the head to scan lobes or 
hemispheres of the brain, identifying where 
there may be an imbalance, or it is functioning 
in optimal states. Acoustic brainwave 
neuromodulation uses sound-waves to 
influence neural oscillations, mirroring the 
brain, and stimulating the autonomic nervous 
system. Many clients fall asleep during sessions 
and find the sessions relaxing. Neuroimaging 
allows the brain to move from a flight, fright, 
and freeze state into a balanced recalibration 
of both hemispheres, aligning the brain. 
Treatments result in greater neuroplasticity 
and relief for PTSD, depression, anxiety, and 
insomnia.

Neuromodulation requires four sessions   
on consecutive days which average 40-60 
minutes. This is followed by a fifth session 
scheduled three weeks later to complete the 
integration period. 

It addresses trauma/stress patterns in all frequencies 
of the brain which provides quicker results than other 
trauma informed approaches

It provides healing rather than management through 
medications

Highly researched and used in complex trauma 
centers for military and first responders

Safe and effective for all ages

No side affects - No risk

Neurofeedback causes the brain to adapt to the 
technology rather than allowing the brain to reveal 
stress patterns held in the nervous system. Releasing 
those identified areas allows for relief from a fight, 
flight, or freeze state

Neurofeedback keeps the brain in a learner approach 
rather than providing balance and harmony between 
the left and right sides of  the brain
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